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Cleaning Systems

For us, cleanliness means  
reconciling ecology and  
profitability.

Spotlessly clean transport containers and production pans are impe- 
rative for the dispensing process and any other production processes. 
Cleanliness makes a major contribution to quality assurance. There- 
fore, we leave nothing to chance and develop the appropriate cleaning 
systems in-house. 

A sophisticated combination of mechanical and chemical treatment 
optimises the consumption of cleaning media, making the cleaning pro- 
cess both efficient and reliable. The secret of success is finding exactly  
the right cleaning agent for the respective task and plant. Depending on 
the level of contamination, type and shape of the containers, either the 
spraying or brush technology is applied. 

The careful use of resources and the safety of the users of such systems 
are particularly important to us. Both your customers and employees will 
value this in equal measure.



Dispensing Systems

Dispensing systems by tecos bruhin have a clever design, are 
extremely efficient and very easy to use. Therefore, you save 
time, gain flexibility and ultimately increase your profitability.

The exact results can be reproduced reliably at any time, enabling you 
to guarantee maximum consistency of quality and the highest pre- 
cision. Speaking of quality – our range of services in the construction 
of dispensing and cleaning systems is complemented with custo-
mer-specific plants. Your benefit: we offer you high-quality, complete 
solutions from one source.

For us, precision means  
delivering the precise amount  
at the right place.



Tecos Bruhin develops and constructs dispensing and cleaning 
systems, which are focused on customer benefit, for a multitude 
of industries worldwide.

For us, versatility means  
looking for the perfect  
solution – and finding it.

 Paints and coatings

 Printing industry

 Sealants and adhesives

 Cosmetics and care products

 Food products and flavors 

 Special chemicals and textiles

Corporation



Services

As your partner we are committed to providing maximum support –  
24/7, globally. With regular maintenance, you will gain reliability in 
the production and value retention that is far above average.

Maintenance and services are investments that quickly pay off.  
Our systems are designed to be easy to maintain; original spare parts 
meet our high quality standards and are available at all times.

Our efficient network of representatives guarantees short response times 
when personal support and specific know-how is required. Regular 
software updates generate genuine added value – particularly within the 
context of a maintenance contract.

For us, reliability means  
keeping our promises –  
without compromise.

Available globally, in no time at all
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